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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM

~S OF THE BUFFETING I.QADSON THE WING

AND HORIZONTAL TAIL OF A l/4-SCNJ3

OF TEE X-lE AIRPLANl&

By A. Gerald Rainey and William B.

SUMMARY

MODEL

Igoe

The buffeting loads acting on the wing and horizontal tail of a
* l/4-scale model of the X-U afrplane have been measured in the Iangley

16-foot transonic tunnel in the Mach nuaiberrange from 0.40 to 0.90.
When the buffeting loads were reduced to a nondimensional aerotQmamic

4 coefficient of buffeting intensity, it was found that the maximum buf-
feting intensity of the horizontal tail was about twice as krge as that
of the wing. Comparison of power spectra of buffeting loads acting on
the horizontal tail of the airplane and of the model indicated that the
model horizontal tail, which was of conventional force-test-model design,
responded in an entirely different mode than did the airplane. This
result implied that if qwntitative extrapolation of model data to
flight conditions were desired a dynamically scaled model of the rear-
ward portion of the fuselage and empennage would be required.

A study of the sources of horizontal-tail buffeting of the model
indicated that the wing wake co~tributed a large part of the total buf-
feting load. At one condition it was found that removal of the wing
wake would reduce the buffeting loads on the horizontal tail to about
one-third of the original value.

INTRODUCTION

The need for a rational approach to the problem of designing effi-
ciently for buffeting loads has long been recognized. The suggestive
papers of Liepmanq (refs. 1 to 3) have led to a series of investigations ‘-
both in flight (refs. 4 and ~) and in wind tunnels (refs. 6 to 9). The
results obtained indicate that a relatively straightforward wind-tunnel

~itle, Unclassified.
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technique is feasible for the prediction of the buffeting loads on an
airplane wing if the model and the wiredtunnel meet certain requirements.
These requirements, which do not appear to be very severe, are discussed

4

in some detail in reference 8.

It is of interest, however, to examine the applicability of this
wind-tunnel technique to the problem of designing for the buffeting loads
acting on the horizontal tail. In general, measurements of the buffeting
loads experienced by airplanes have indicated that buffeting of the hori-
zontal tail represents a more serious loads problem than does buffeting
of the wing because the fluctuating loads acting on the horizontal tail
are usually a larger percentage of the design load than are those acting
on the wing.

Consequently, buffeting measurements have been made on the wing and
horizontal tail of a l/h-scale model of the X-lE research airplane in the
Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel. The buffeting measurements were made
in conjunction with a study of the wing and aileron flutter characteris-
tics. The results of the flutter investigation have been reported in
reference 10. The model used in the investigation had a wing that was

“dynamically scaled to simulate the a&@.ane flutter parameters. The
fuselage and empennage, however, were designed for static aerodynamic
wind-tunnel tests.

Some of the results of this buffeting study, regarding the degree
of applicability of this type of model design to tail buffeting inves-
tigations, have already been presented in reference 8. The purpose of
this paper is to present the results in more detail with particular
emphasis on the sources of tail buffet excitation and on the limitations
of the application to horizontal tails of a buffeting analysis technique
(ref. 6) which has been successfully applied to wings.

SYMBOIS

●

b span of wing or horizontal tail, ft

b’ span of one wing panel outboard of strain-gage station,
b- - yg, ft
2

Xi static bending moment, ft-lb

c chord of wing

E average chord

or horizontal tail, ft

of wing or horizontal tail, f%
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cm
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M

m

. Ml
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Mml

q

R

S1

S2

s’

v

aerodynamic coefficient of buffeting intensity,

m.
static bending-moment coefficient> —

qS’b’

angle of incidence of horizontal tail relative to body axisj
deg

Mach number

mass per unit length of wing or horizontal tail, slugs/ft

J
b/2

a weighted massj ‘(y)~l(y)]2tiJ Slws

-b/2

a weighted moment of mass, ~: (~ - Y+Q(Y1 W.(Y) w,

ft-slugs

dynsmic pressure, lb/sq f%

correlation coefficient

J
b/2

a weighted area> C(Y) Ml(Y) w> W ft
-b/2

J
b/2

a weighted area> c(Y)[w1(Y)]2dYy Sq ft
-b/2

area of one wing panel outboard of strain-gage station,

J

b/2
c(y) dy, Sq ft

Yg

free-stream velocity, ft/sec
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WJY) mode shape of predominant buffeting mode normalized to unit

deflection at tip, assumed to be 1 - cos Z y
Zm

Y epanwise coordinate, ft

Yg spanwise coordinate at strain-gage station, ft

a angle of attack of body axis, deg

a root-mean-square value of buffeting bending moments measured
at strain-gage station, ft-lb

CD natural circular frequency, radians/see

(q natural circular frequency of predominant buffeting mode,
radians/see

Subscripts:

buf due to btifeting

sep due to separation

Struct due to structural.carry-through

turb due to turbulence

APPARATUS AND TES’rs

Wind Tunnel

The model was tested in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel, which
is a single-return wind tunnel with a slotted octagonal test section
operating at atmospheric stagnationpressure. A photograph of the model
sting-nmunted in the test section is shown in figure 1.

Model

The configuration tested was a l/k-scale model of.the X-IE airplane.
This airplan~ is identical in etierior geometry to the original X-l-2 air-
plane excepti,fpra small change in the canopy and for a change in the
wing. The win$jiis4 percent thick, has an aspect ratio of 4, a taper e
ratio of 0.5, zero sweep of the 0.4c line, and has NACA 65AOOk modified
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airfoil sections. The wing incidence is 2° with respect to the body
sxis. The horizontal tail is 8 percent thick, has an aspect ratio of 5,
a taper ratio of 0.5, zero sweep of the 0.8c line, and has NACA 65AO08
modified airfoil sections. A line drawing of the l/4-scale model is
shown in figure 2.

The model wing was designed and constructed as a true Mach number,
dynamic flutter model. The dynamic characteristics of the airplane wing
and aileron system were well simulated by the model: A detailed descrip-
tion of the model wing and a comparison with the airplane is contained
in reference 10.

The dynamically scaled wing was attached to a fuselage-tail model
which was designed for static aerodpamic wind-tunnel tests. The fuse-
lage was constructed of heavily reinforced magnesium alloy. The rear

~ inches of the model fuselage was omitted because of space limitations.

The vertical tail was solid aluminum slloy and the horizontal tail was
solid steel with several holes drilled in the spanwise direction.

The model and full-scale natural frequencies of modes involving
significant motions of the wing and horizontal tail are tabulated in
table I for comparable conditions of restraint. As might be expected,
the natural frequencies for the dynamically scaled model wing agree very
well with those for the airplane wing; however, the frequencies for the
geometrically scaled horizontal tail do not agree very well with those
for the airplane. Some of the consequences of the disagreement in fre-
quencies of the horizontal tail willbe discussed subsequently.

Instrumentation

The wing data presented in this paper were obtained by using a
bending strain-gage bridge which was mounted on the right wing panel near
the elastic axis 0.21 foot outboard of the wing-fuselage juncture. The
horizontal-tail data were obtained by using a bending strain-gage bridge
mounted on the left horizontal-tail panel near the elastic axis and
0.15 foot outboard of the center line. These strain-gage locations are
illustrated in figure 2. Static calibrations indicated that the strain-
gage bridges on both the wing and horizontal tail were excellent indi-
cators of bending moment, i.e., there was very little sensitivity to
loadings other than bending moments.

The strain-gage signals were smplified and recorded on a 14-channel
magnetic tape recorder utilizing a frequency modulation system. In
order to obtain root-mean-square (rms) and power-spectral-density inl?or-
mation} the tape records were played back after the conclusion of the
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analog data-reduction equipment described in reference 11.
bending moment acting on the wing was obtained by switching

the strain-gage bridge signal frmu the tape~recorder to a s~l.f-balanc~ng
potentianeter.

Test Procedure

Before each test, calibration records were obtained to minimize
the effects of small changes in amplifier sensitivities. After this
procedure had been completed, the model was set at a = 0° and the tun-
nel speed was increased to the desired Mach nuber. At Mach nurribers
of 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.75, and 0.80, tape records of approximately
45 seconds duration were obtained for angles of attack between -2°
and 15°. At Mach numbers of 0.85 and 0.90, the maximum angles of attack
were limited to 14° and 7°, respectively, by the allowable loads on the
model wing. In addition, data were obtained at angles of attack down
to -15° at M = O.b.

Most of the tests were made with the horizontal tail set at an
angle of incidence of 2°; however, some tests at M = 0.40 were made
with the angle of incidence at -2° and 3.5°.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The successful application of the methods of generalized harmonic
analysis to the wing buffeting problem in the form of a relatively shple
wind-tunnel technique has led to the hope that the same technique might
be applied to the problem of estimating buffeting loads on the horizon-
tal tail. One of the purposes of the present investigation was to deter-
mine the feasibility of applying this technique, developed for wings,
to the case of the horizontal tail.

The wind-tunnel technique that has evolved from the application of
generalized harmonic analysis to the buffeting problem is based on the
assumption that buffeting can be treated as a Gaussian random process
involving the linear response of a lightly damped single-degree-of-
freedom elastic system. If it is further assumed that the damping of
the system is entirely aerodynamic, the following expression relates the
root-mean-square buffeting bending moments to the physical characterist
tics of the surface, its operating conditions, and an aerodynamic coef-
ficient of buffeting intensity which will be referred to herein as a
“buffet coefficient:”

.

.
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a=i==i%c,(1)

Eqmtion (1) was first presented in a slightly different form in
reference 6 and has been developed more fully in reference 12. The
quantities under the first radical represent the physical constants of
the model, values of which are presented in table II. In this inves-
tigation, the root-mean-square bending moment a was measured near the
root of the wing and the horizontal tail. The data were reduced to a
nondimensional buffet coefficient ~ by rearranging the expression

givenby equation (l). Thus,

%=
ls

I . .

The buffet coefficient ~ defined

dimensional aero@muic coefficient
essence, a coefficient of the ratio
the aerodynamic dsnrpingforce.

in this manner

(2)

represents a non-

of btifet intensity. It is, in
of the aerodynamic driving force to

The frequency ml chosen for use in this expression was the natural

frequency (from still-air vibration tests) of the most predominant mode
of response during buffeting. ~ical bending-moment output spectra
for the model wing and horizontal tail are shown in figure 3. The pre-
dominant mode of response for both the wing and the horizontal tail is
the symmetric bending mode. Some response is noted in other modes for
both the wing and horizontal tail; however, these additional modes
represent a smalJ part of the total response.

For an indication of static loading conditions, the wing static
bending-moment coefficient was measured and is definedby the following
relation:

%4’=qS’b’
where BM is the mean value of the bending moment measured on one panel
and S’ and b! are the panel area and span, respectively, outboard of
the strain-gage station.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The basic quantities measured in this investigation are presented
in figure k in the form of curves of the nondimensional btifet coeffi-
cient ~ for both the wing and the horizontal tail as functions af

angle of attack for Mati numibersfrom O.~ to 0.90. As stated previously,
the buffet coefficient ~ is a nondimensional aerodynamic coefficient

of buffeting intensity and represents the ratio of the aerodynamic
driving force to the aerodynamic damping force. For reference purposest
the wing static bending-moment coefficients

c%
are shown in the same

figure.

Comparison of Buffet Loads on Wing and

Horizontal Tail of Model

Examination of figure 4 indicates that the buffet coefficients for
both the wing and the tail of the model have somewhat similar character-
istics throughout the Mach number range. The buffet coefficients are
relatively constant over the lower range of angle of attack and then
increase more or less abruptly at angles of attack corresponding to the
buffet boundary. The response of the model in the lower range of angle
of attack is believed to be due primarily to residual tunnel turbulence
and must be interpreted as a source of error or uncertainty in the
experiments. For example, a low intensity buffet might occur at low
lift conditions without being detected because of the continuous response
of the model to the tunnel turbulence. It is difficult to assess the
effects of the response to turbulence on the true buffet datay and for
that reason no attempt has been made to extract the response due to tur-
bulence as a tare from the basic data shown in figure 4.

Since the buffeting loads have been reduced to a nondimensional
coefficient, it is possible to discuss the relative intensity of buf-
feting on the wing and the horizontal tail. At low angles of attack
the buffet coefficients for the horizontal tail are about haU? as b.rge
as those for the wing. This result may be due to several effects. For
example, it seems reasonable to assume that both the wing and the tail
are being excited by the tunnel turbulence, but the horizontal tail is
operating in a field of turbulence which has been smoothed by the wing
in much the same manner as the downwash of the wing reduces the steady-
state angle of attack of the horizontal tail.

Beyond the buffet boundary, for most of the Mach numbers investi-
gated, the buffet coefficients for”the wing tend to reach a maximum

.

.
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value within the range of angle of attack covered. The buffet coeffi-
. cients for the horizontal tail, however, continue to increase up to the

maximum angles tested for most Mach numbers. (See fig. 4.) The maxi-
mum buffet coefficients reached for the horizontal tail are about twice
as large as those for the wing; however, this ratio tends to decrease
with increasing Mach number. This result is in qualitative agreement
with flight measurements for other airplanes which have indicated that
horizontal-tail buffeting loads are usually a larger percentage of the
design load than are the buffeting loads on the wing. The larger buf-
feting loads experiencedby the horizontal tail are usually attributed
to the effect of the wing wake. Some studies of the sources of buffeting
of the horizontal tail will be discussed subsequently; however, it would
seem appropriate to consider first the degree to which the model simu-
lated the significant dynamic characteristics of the airplane.

Comparison of Buffeting Loads on Model and Airplane

-,

.

!Q2S”- It has been pointed out (refs. 6 and 8) that one essential
requirement for model simulation in buffeting studies is that the model
should respond during buffeting in the same mode as the airplane. This
similarity of response is illustrated in figure 5, where typical spectra
of bending-moment output during buffeting are compared for the wing of
the l/4-scale model and of the airpbne. The spectra are shown in terms
of the reduced frequency and it can be seen that both the airplane and
the model respond at essentially the same value of this parameter.
Although some response is noted at other frequencies, most of the total
response is associated with the symmetric bending mode.

As discussed in reference 8, the presence of wind-tunnel turbulence
complicates the interpretation of buffet data. In principle, the effects
of turbulence on the measured buffeting loads may be extracted as a tare.
In practice, however, this extraction requires knowledge of or an assump-
tion regarding a complicated
buffeting are related to the
expression:

mechanism. The loads due to turbulence and
total measured load by the following

2 2 + 2RU 2
atotal = ‘turb turb Cbuf + ‘b@ (3)

where R is a correlation coefficient which e~resses the degree of
interrelation between the loads due to turbulence and the loads due to
buffeting. The correlation coefficient -y have ’valuesfrom -1 to 1.
If the two random processes associated with turbulence and with buffeting
are completely independent and uncorrelated~ R is equal to O and the
buffeting load is
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(4)

.

If, on the other
R is equal to 1

hand, it is assumed that the two processes are in phase,
and the buffeting load is

abuf = ‘total - aturb (5)

Very little evidence exists concern~ “thecorrelation between loads
due to turbulence and those due to buffeting and, consequently, some
assumption regarding the value of R is required if it is desired to
extrapolate model data containing an appreciable portion of loads due
to turbulence to flight conditions.

In the present investigation, the agreement between model and air-
plane buffeting loads has been examined for both R = O and R = 1.
Inspection of figure 6 indicates that good agreement is obtained for the
case where R is taken as 1. The extent of the comparison is limited
by the small range of flight conditions available for comparison. It
should be noted that the use of the difference in rms values as a means
of eliminating the loads due to turbulence’has not been clearly estab-
lished by this single comparison. The best solution to this problem in
future studies would be to use a wind tunnel with a very low turbulence
level.

Horizontal tail.- The natural frequencies of modes involving appre-
ciable motions of the wing and the horizontal tail are presented in
table I for the l/h-scale model and are compared with the scaled frequen-
cies of.the same modes for the airplane. The agreement in frequencies
for the model and the airplane wing is considered to be good; however,
the frequencies of the horizontal tail are quite dissimilar except for
the synmetric bending mode. These large differences in natural frequen-
cies for the horizontal tail would be expected to lead to large differ-
ences in the dynamic characteristics of the buffeting response. These
expectations are confirmed by the data shown in figure 7, which compares
the power spectra of buffeting loads acting on the horizontal tail of
the airplane and the l/4-scale model. This comparison, which has been
shown before in reference 8, indicates that the predominant buffeting
mode for the airplane was the fuselage torsion mode whereas that for
the model was the symmetric horizontal-tail bending mode. With such
large differences in the character of the buffeting response, it would
not be expected that the model data could be used for quantitative esti-
mates of full-scale horizontal-tail buffeting loads. Furthermore, it
would appear that in order to make wind-tunnel measurements of horizontal-
tail buffeting loads for purposes of extrapolation to flight conditions,
it would be necessary to use a model which was dynamically scaled in .

such a way that the dynamic characteristics of the rearward portion of

.
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the fuselage as well as the empennage simulated the characteristics of
. the airplane. It appears that a true Mach number flutter model would

meet these requirements.

Smces of Buffeting of Horizontal Tail

Recognizing the limitations of the l/&scale model used in this
investigation, it was still considered possible to obtain some qualita-
tive information of interest concerning the relative contributions of
various sources of buffeting of the horizontal tail. The sources of buf-
feting loads considered were those due to (1) wing wske, (2) separation
on.the tail itself, and (3) structural carry-through from the wing to
the fuselage to the horizontal tail. In addition, some of the measured
load was due to the residual turbulence in the tunnel and must be con-
sidered as a tare to be removed from the data.

A similar resolution of the sources of horizontal-tail buffeting
was suggested by Luskin and Lapin (ref. 13), along with some suggestions
regarding expertiental techniques for determining the separate contribu-
tions of the various sources. For exsmple, it was suggested that the
effect of the wing wdse could be deduced from model tests with and with-
out the wing. In the present investigation it was not practical to test
without the wing because the wing was essentially an integral part of
the sting attachment fitting. Consequently, in order to obtain an esti-
mate of the effect of the wing wake, tests were conducted at high nega-
tive angles of attack so that the horizontal tail was well removed from
the wing wake. At high negative angles of attack the part of the
horizontal-tail buffeting loads due to the wing wake was assumed to be
zero. In order to obtain an estimate of the part of the horizontal-
tail buffeting loads due to separation on the horizontal tail, tests
were conducted with the horizontal tail set at various angles of inci-
dence. In this manner, it was possible to cause the flow to sepsrate
on the horizontal tail at angles of attack well below that at which wing
buffeting began. Finally, the part of the buffeting load due to structural
carry-through was deduced by subtracting the part due to separation from
the total measured bad at negative angles of attack where the part due
to wing wake was not present.

A qualitative measure of the contribution of these various sources
of buffeting can be obtained by examination of the data shown in figure 8
where the measured values of the root-mean-square bending moments acting
at the strain-gage station for both the wing and horizontal tail are shown
as functions of angle of attack (relative to the fuselage center line)
for various incidence angles on the horizontal tail. Examination of
figure 8 indicates that the buffeting loads acting on the wing are rela-
tively symmetrical about the angle of attack corresponding to zero lift
on the wing, namely) a = -20. In contrast, the buffeting loads on the
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horizontal tail are much smaller at negative angles of attack than they
are at positive angles. This is interpreted to mean that the wing wake
causes a large part of the total buffeting load on the horizontal tail
and that separation on the tail and structural carry-through effects are
relatively small.

In order to obtain a quantitative estimate of the relative contri-
butions of the various sources, it is necessary to have some expressica
relating the various sources to the total load. The analytical develop-
ment of such an expression whi,chcould be expected to apply generally
for a variety of configurations and conditions is beyond the scope of
this paper. However, an expression has been used to represent this
presumably complicated relationship which has justification in its sim-
plicity if not its rigor.

If it is assumed that the various sources of buffeting load act as
individual uncorrelated time variables, then the square of the total
fluctuating load can be expressed as the sum of the sauares of the indi-
vidual parts. This leads to the following expression;

‘total =
J#tie + <ep + <tmc + <Ub

It could be argued, for example, that the load due to the
due to separation on the tail might be correlated because

(6)

wing wake and
of a possible

“triggering” action of the wake on the boundary layer of the tail. How-
ever, such a detailed examination of the mechanism of buffeting of the
horizontal tail is beyond the scope of this investigation and for the
present purpose it is believed that equation (6) is adequate.

With the use of equation (6) and the data shown in figure 8, the
parts of the total buffeting load due to the various sources were deter-
mined by the following procedure: At negative angles of attack, after
the loads due to turbulence have been extracted as a tare, the total
measured load may be considered to be the sum of the parts due to sepa-
ration on the tail and structural carry-through. Furthermore, by testing
at two different angles of incidence of the horizontal tail} the separate
effects of these two sources can be determined for a small range of geo-
metric angle of attack of the horizontal tail. It should be pointed out
that the use of the geometric angle of attack of the tail is a s~lifying
assumption which ignores the downwash effects of the wing. However, it
is believed that in the present case a more complete analysis, including
downwash effects, would lead to essentially the same results. Figure 9
indicates that at it = -2° wing buffeting starts at a geometric angle

of the horizontal tail of -1OO. Consequently, the buffeting of the tail
below this angle can be considered to represent the small part due to
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separation on the tail. For it = 3.5° wing buffeting starts at about

the same geometric angle as that corresponding to separation on the tail;
thus, the load due to structural carry-through can be obtainedby sub-
tracting the load due to separation on the tail. The loads associated
with these two sources of buffeting are shown in figure 10 as functions
of the increment in geometric angle of attack beyond the start of buf-
feting. At positive angles of attack, the sum of these two loads can
be subtracted from the total buffeting load to give an indication of the
part of the load due to the wing wake.

By following this procedure, the parts of the total buffeting load
due to the various sources of buffeting have been plotted in figure 11
as a function of angle of attack for M = 0.4 and ~ = 2°. Presenta-

tion of these results in a manner that is not misleading is difficult.
In figure 11 the various components of bending moment are plotted in the
squared formj that is, they have units of (foot-pounds)2. Presented
in this form the sum of the various components is eqml to the total
buffeti~ load and it appears that at a = 10°, for example, almost
90 percent of the buffeting of the horizontal tail is due to the wing
wske. This numerical result
would reduce the rms bending

indicates that removal of the wing wake
moments to about one-third the original

result is in qualitative agreement with

the data shown in figure 8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The buffeting loads acting on the wing and horizontal tail of a
l/&scale model of the X-illairplane have been measured in the Iangley
16-foot trasonic tunnel in the Mach nuriberrange fromO.~ to 0.90.
When the buffeting loads were reduced to a nondimensional aerodynamic
coefficient of buffeting intensity, it was found that the maximum buff-
eting intensity of the horizontal tail was about twice as large as that
of the wing. Comparison of power spectra of buffeting loads acting on
the horizontal tail of the airplane and of the model indicated that the
horizontal tail of the model, which was of conventional force-test-model
design, responded in an entirely different mode than did the airplane.
This result implied that if quantitative extrapolation of model data to
flight conditions were desired, a dynamically scaled model of the rear-
ward portion of the fuselage and empennage would be required.

A study of the sources of horizontal-tail buffeting of the model
indicated that the wing wake contributed a large part of the total

.
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buffeting load. At one condition it was found that removal of the wing
wake would reduce the buffeting loads on the horizontal tail to about
one-third of the original value.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
NationalAdvisory Cmmnittee for Aeronautics,

Iangley Field, Va., June 20, 1958.
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!CABLEI.- COMPARISONOF NATURALFREQUIMC~S FOR THE WING

AND EMPENNAGEOF THE FULL-SCALE~

~- SCALEX-lEAIRPLANE
4

17

Frequency,cps,for -

Mode Full-scale & -scale~odd
airplane 4

{a)
wing:
Symmetricfirstbending. . . . . . . . . . . . 32.4

76 ?;ZAntisymmetricfirst bending . . . . . . . . . . 62
Antisymmetrlcfirsttorsion. . . . . . . . . . 114 123 to 125
Symmetricfirsttorsion. . . . . . . . . . . . 142 136.5

Empennage:
Vertical-~ilbending. . . . .‘.. . . . .. . . 120 ::
Fuselagetorsion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
Symmetrichorizontal-tailbending. . . . . . . 110 C112

aFrequencieslistedfor airplanehave been multipliedby 4 to make them
directlycomparableto modelvalues.

bstructuraldampingcoefficientis O.~7.
cStructuraldsmpingcoefficientis 0.003.

TABLE II.- PHYSICALCONSTANTSFOR TSE MODEL

WING AND HORIZONTALTAIL

wing Horizontal
tail

~jradiansisec . . . . . . . . . . . ...226 703

?,ft . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.k29 0.~72h
ql, ft-slugs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o.1~ 0.0662

41?SAWS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.1641 0.0972

Sl>sq ft....... . . . . . . . . . . 2.48 0.499

$,sq ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.45 0.292

ws>ft2-’b1’2* ~~ “ 1309
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Figure l.- One-fourth scale model of X-lE a@lane mmmted on the sting in the
transonic tunnel.
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Figure 2.- Line drawing of model.
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.2– .008
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o

a, deg

( a ) M =0.40.

Figure 4.- Variation of buffet coefficient and static bending-moment
coefficient with angle of attack. Tt = 2°.
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Figure k.- Continued.
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Figure k.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Concluded.
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Figure 5.- Comparison of t~ical power spectra of wing bending moments
during buffeting of airplane and l/~-scale model.
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Figure 7.- Comparison of typical horizontal-tail buffeting response spec-
tra of airplane and l/4-scale model. (From ref. 8.)
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Figure 9.- Procedure for determining parts of horizontal tail buffeting
loads due to structural carry-through and due to separation on hori-
zontal tail. M = 0.40.
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